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preneur organization engaged in research, publication and conservation of  Pakistan’s cultural heritage. 

The Foundation has been instrumental in saving a large number of  heritage treasures and, as UNESCO 

team leader 2003-2005, undertook the stabilization of  the endangered Shish Mahal ceiling of  the 16th 

c. Lahore Fort World Heritage site. 

Since 2000, its outreach arm KaravanPakistan has involved communities and youth in heritage safe-

guarding activities.

As part of  Heritage for Rehabilitation and Development programme, work on several projects has been 

undertaken in partnership with Nokia and Nokia Siemens Network for rehabilitation of  communities, 

particularly women, affected by the Great Earthquake in Northern Pakistan. The establishment of  Kar-

avanPakistan Institute for Research and Training (KIRAT) in 2008 has helped in carrying out research 

and training on varied aspects of  the earthquake affected areas.

In 2009, the Foundation provided humanitarian assistance to Swat IDPs. From February to June 2010 

through UNESCO-UK Aid project, the Foundation worked with 500 women for the revitalization of  

artisanship in several union councils of  Swat. 

After the Great Flood that affected all parts of  Pakistan, almost 270 housing units (GKG) have been 

constructed in Swat from late September 2010 to February 2011. The units have been designed as low 

carbon footprint, low cost units which are built with household participation in order to achieve a sense 

of  ownership and pride.

The GKG initiative was extended to Sindh with support from Architecture for Humanity, who spon-

sored the initial 25 houses along with a training workshop as well at the publication of  this Document. 

By November, 2011, Heritage Foundation has been successful in constructing over 100 GKG units, two 

Green Women’s Centres, a Health Centre and a Primary School. The additional funding for construc-

tion was provided by the Swiss Pakistan Society, while materials and equipment for the enhancement of  

livelihoods were supported by TIDES Foundation.

This report speaks of  the work undertaken in Darya Khan Shaikh, Khairpur and the resultant change 

that it has brought to the village. 

V I S I O N

M I S S I O N

To promote heritage and culture as a basis for rehabilitation, income 
generation and development.

The mission Khairpur is to build back better through speedy construc-
tion of  low carbon footprint, low cost structures designed for disaster 
#$/8( #"-+=%$*,.( &/(;&#%(*: (>**-/(;#";&#"-,"//( /%#&%"'?.( ",&01$,'(;*/%(
disaster communities to speedily restart their lives and achieve self  reli-
ance.
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Green KaravanGhar & Beyond

INTRODUCTION

Background

A 
ugust 2010, is marked in the 

history of  the country as the 

start of  what may be consid-

ered an off-the-charts natural disaster. 

!"#$%&&'$())#*+#'$($,(-+$.(/&01+2$&) $

+"#$-#++3#.#4+-$+"(+$"(,#$50&64$(3&45$

+"#$74'8-$91,#0$(4'$1+-$+01:8+(01#-;$!"(+$

accounted for nearly 20 million citizens, 

losing not only their worldly posses-

sions but also hope.

Heritage Foundation began the Green 

<(0(,(4="(0$>=<=?$141+1(+1,#$14$@6(+A$

*&4-+08*+145$(3.&-+$BCD$841+-$14$&,#0$

EC$,133(5#$*38-+#0-;$=<=-$(0#$3&6$*(0-

bon footprint, low-cost nucleus houses, 

*&4-1-+145$&) $&4#$0&&.$>+&$(**&..&-

'(+#$F$G#0-&4-?A$($,#0(4'(A$H1+*"#4#++#A$

W.C. and bath, and are constructed 

primarily using sustainable materials i.e. 

bamboo, mud, lime and stone. An eight 

day construction time line was made 

possible with the help of  community 

.#.:#0-A$+#(.-$&) $(0+1-(4-$(4'$,&3-

unteer students. The process of  GKG 

1-$(-$-1541I*(4+$(-$+"#$I41-"#'$-"#3+#0$

1+-#3);$!"#$.#*"(41-.$G0&,1'#-$(4$&G-

G&0+841+2$+&$2&845$-+8'#4+$,&384+##0-$

+&$G(0+1*1G(+#$14$(*+1,1+1#-$6"1*"$(0#$

technical as well as humanitarian. The 

sustainable nature of  materials being 

used addresses issues of  global warm-

ing and reduction of  carbon footprint.

As work progressed in the north, it was 

4&+#'$+"(+$0#31#) $#))&0+-$14$+"#$G0&,-

14*#$&) $@14'"$6#0#$3(55145$)(0$:#"14'A$

-G#*1I*(332$14$+"#$JH(**"(K$0#51&4-$+"(+$

(0#$14$(42$*(-#$G0&4#$+&$%&&'145;$L1+"$

support from Architecture for Human-

ity the programme was extended to 

($-.(33$0#.&+#$,133(5#$(3&45$+"#$01,#0$

:(4HA$H4&64$(-$M(02($<"(4$@"(1H"A$

in the district of  Khairpur. The Green 

<(0(,(4="(0$6(-$'#-154#'$+&$(*+$(-$($

M#.&4-+0(+1&4$N0&/#*+$14$+"#$0#51&4A$

employing indigenous materials and 

14,&3,145$*&..841+1#-$'80145$*&4-

struction. Workshops for artisans and 

*&..841+1#-$>G(0+1*83(032$6&.#4?$6#0#$

to be carried out periodically, teach-

145$+"#$3&*(3$G&G83(+1&4$+"1-$J=0##4K$

method of  building that is earthquake 

(4'$%&&'$0#-1-+(4+;

L"#4$+"#$0#G0#-#4+(+1,#-$&) $+"#$O#01+-

(5#$P&84'(+1&4$(001,#'$(+$M(02($<"(4$

@"#1H"A$+"#$-Q8(3&0A$(4'$+"#$3(*H$&) $

awareness amongst the community for 

hygiene and cleanliness were taken up 

as being important aspects that needed 

to be worked upon along with the 

construction of  the units. The commu-

41+2$6(-$*800#4+32$31,145$14$,#02$*3&-#$

G0&R1.1+2$+&$+"#10$*(++3#;$S$,(-+$.(/&01+2$

of  the community occupied tents that 

"('$:##4$G0&,1'#'$(-$1..#'1(+#$0#31#);$

@#,#0(3$)(.131#-$"8''3#'$*3&-#$+&5#+"#0$

to share these tents. Tube wells were 

being utilized as communal washing 

up spaces, while there seemed to be no 

proper washrooms or toilets. Children 

0&(.#'$+"#$,133(5#$61+"&8+$-"&#-$&0$

clean clothes. A make-shift school was 

functioning from inside a mosque with 

/8-+$($"(4')83$&) $-+8'#4+-;$!"#$6&.#4$

of  the community were limited to their 

"&.#-$>+#4+-?$6"#0#$+"#2$-##.#'$+&$

"(,#$4&$(*+1,1+2$&+"#0$+"(4$"&8-#"&3'$

chores and looking after numerous 

children. 

S-$*8-+&.(02A$3&(4-$(4'$14,#-+.#4+-$14$

+"#$2#(032$*0&G$'#-+0&2#'$:2$+"#$%&&'$

"('$*(8-#'$.&-+$&) $+"#$,133(5#-$(501*83-

+80#$:(-#'$#*&4&.2$+&$)(33$14+&$"#(,2$

debt. The families struggling to make 

ends meet could not imagine recon-

struction of  the houses they had lost. A 

lack of  schools and medical facilities in 

!"#$%#&'($)*$+),-)$.")/$0")12"

!)21/3$4,5'67#$*5$)$/#),89-$:),2#*

!"#$'1,*$&)/#($9#*;##/$*"#$<1&&)3#$)/'$=),:&)/'(
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the region resulted in poor hygiene and 

lack of  education and awareness among 

+"#$-&*1#+2;$T1,#-+&*H$(4'$*(++3#$6#0#$

not in enclosures, which resulted in a 

further deteriorated state of  hygiene.

!"#$(1.$&) $+"#$G0&/#*+$6(-$4&+$+&$-1.-

ply construct post disaster housing, but 

+&$#Q81G$+"#$:#4#I*1(01#-$61+"$(4$#4,1-

ronmentally friendly building technique, 

8-145$3&*(332$(,(13(:3#$.(+#01(3-;

Khairpur Scenario

<"(10G80$6(-$*"&-#4$(-$+"#$G0&/#*+$(0#($

based on its importance as a historical 

district with a wealth of  heritage assets 

+"(+$"(,#$0#.(14#'$"1''#4$)0&.$+"#$

G8:31*$,1#6;$!"#$M1-+01*+$=&,#04.#4+$

G0&,#'$+&$:#$#R+0#.#32$*&&G#0(+1,#$14$

G0&,1'145$(,(13(:3#$'(+($(4'$(--1-+(4*#;$

@"("$S:'83$T(+1) $U41,#0-1+2$6(-$(3-&$($

,(38(:3#$G(0+4#0A$G0&,1'145$-8:-1'1V#'$

accommodation to out of  town partici-

pants and Heritage Foundation teams.

L1+"$+"#$"#3G$&) $+"#$M1-+01*+$=&,#04-

.#4+$(4'$($3&*(3$W1,13$@&*1#+2$X05(41-

V(+1&4A$($31-+$&) $:#4#I*1(02$)(.131#-$6(-$

prepared. This list indicated that some 

55 nucleus houses would be required. 

!"#$I0-+$BF$841+-A$(3&45$61+"$($+0(14-

ing workshop would be undertaken 

with the support of  Architecture for 

Humanity while further assistance 

would be sought from other donor 

agencies or the pool of  funds already 

.('#$(,(13(:3#$+&$O#01+(5#$P&84'(+1&4$

for Flood Response for the remaining 

841+-$(3&45$61+"$&+"#0$-#0,1*#$)(*131+1#-$

14*38'145$($=0##4$L&.#4K-$W#4+0#A$($

health centre and a school. Further-

.&0#A$($31,#31"&&'-$(4'$#.G&6#0.#4+$

program would also be undertaken. 

This would include craft skills training, 

solar dehydrators to produce sun dried 

I-"A$,#5#+(:3#-$(4'$)081+-A$(-$6#33$(-$

exploring biogas and solar panels for 

0#4#6(:3#$#4#052$&G+1&4-;$$!"#$@61--$

N(H1-+(4$@&*1#+2$*(.#$)&06(0'$+&$"#3G$

support the additional construction in 

M(02($<"(4$@"#1H"$(4'$($3(+#0$1'#4+1-

I#'$4#15":&80145$,133(5#A$U+"#0&;$!"#$

*&..841+2$(+$U+"#0&$14-1-+#'$+"(+$

(3&45$61+"$+"#$1'#4+1I#'$YF$841+-A$($

=0##4$L&.#4K-$*#4+0#$(4'$"#(3+"$)(*13-

1+2$.8-+$(3-&$:#$G0&,1'#'$)&0$+"#.;

S$-&13$-80,#2$6(-$*(001#'$&8+$(+$M(02($

<"(4$@"#1H"$(4'$=#&3&51*(3$+#-+$0#G&0+$

14'1*(+#'$+"(+$(4$144&,(+1,#$-&38+1&4$

such as the GKG was more appro-

priate, as the soil would be unable to 

support concrete structures. Prior to 

undertaking construction, a study was 

made of  local materials and building 

G0(*+1*#-;$UG&4$#R*(,(+1&4$&) $+"#$I0-+$

unit it was clear that the foundation 

'#-154$4##'#'$+&$:#$0#,1-#';$P10.$-&13$

*&83'$4&+$:#$0#(*"#'$84+13$#R*(,(+1&4-$

had been carried out till 5 feet or more. 

The usual methodology of  construct-

145$)&84'(+1&4-$8G$+&$+"#$I0.$-&13$

would result in exorbitant increase in 

cost, especially since stone was not 

(,(13(:3#$14$*3&-#$,1*141+2$(4'$6&83'$

"(,#$+&$:#$*(0+#'$)0&.$-&.#$'1-+(4*#;$

S$-+8'2$&) $:01*H$(,(13(:131+2$6(-$(3-&$

*(001#'$&8+Z$"&6#,#0A$14$,1#6$&) $+"#$

cost of  brick and use of  energy in its 

G0&'8*+1&4A$G0#)#0#4*#$6(-$51,#4$+&$

stone masonry in foundations. The pro-

/#*+$@+08*+80(3$W&4-83+(4+$G0&,1'#'$(4$

(3+#04(+1,#$.#+"&'&3&52$)&0$*&4-+08*-

tion of  the foundations. Accordingly, 

a replacement technique was adopted 

through which compacted pure sand 

would replace the soil thereby decreas-

ing the wall masonry depth to only 

2-3 feet below ground instead of  the 

#(031#0$F[\$)+;$74$&0'#0$+&$+(H#$(',(4+(5#$

&) $+"#$G0#,(13145$614'A$($614'$*(+*"#0$

was incorporated, the design of  which 

was based on the studies carried out >$&57)&$)**#:4*1/3$*5$7&#),$);)-$*"#$,699&#$)=*#,$?&55'(@$ABCB

!"#$(D6)&5,$76(#'$9-$7)**&#$&1<1/3$1/$7&5(#$4,5E1:1*-$5= $"56(#(

F5:)/$75521/3$1/$)$:)2#("1=*$21*7"#/$)=*#,$?&55'(@$ABCB
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by Yasmeen Lari in the early 1980s, 

(4'$'0(6145-$)&0$6"1*"$6#0#$(,(13(:3#$
14$"#0$:&&H$J!0('1+1&4(3$S0*"1+#*+80#$
&) $!"(++(K;$S4&+"#0$144&,(+1&4$+"(+$
G0&,#'$+&$:#$+1.#[-(,145$(-$6#33$(-$
14*0#(-145$3&*(3$#*&4&.2$6(-$6&,#4$
local reed matting. The matting was 
now made up as prefabricated panels 
G0&'8*#'$14$($4#(0:2$,133(5#;$!"#$.(+-
ting panels were ordered to size which 
-G##'#'$8G$+"#$*&4-+08*+1&4$(*+1,1+2$
#4&0.&8-32$(-$+"#2$(001,#'$(-$0#('2$+&$
be installed panels for roofs and walls. 
!"#$6#(,#$&) $0##'$.('#$1+$-+80'2$(-$
well as long lasting. As we continued 
+&$:813'$.&0#$841+-A$+"#$#4+10#$,133(5#$
:#*(.#$#45(5#'$14$+"1-$(*+1,1+2;$@14*#$
direct purchases are being made locally, 
this has become a source of  consider-
able income for the community. 

Layout markings were begun, with each 
48*3#8-$)(.132$0#*#1,145$($-#G(0(+#$841+;$
@14*#$+"1-$"('$4&+$"(GG#4#'$:#)&0#A$
61+"$.83+1G3#$)(.131#-$31,145$14$-.(33$
cramped quarters, addition space was 
required. The community members de-
cided that a small farm holding where 
animal fodder was grown would be 
51,#4$8G$)&0$+"#$)#6$)(.131#-$+"(+$'1'$
4&+$"(,#$-G(*#$14-1'#$+"#$,133(5#;

!"#$G&-1+1,#$1.G(*+$&) $+"#$G0&/#*+$"(-$
:##4$G0&,1-1&4$&) $-#*80#$"&8-145$+&$
+"#$())#*+#'$*&..841+1#-;$X4#$&) $+"#$
aims of  the programme was to mo-
bilize the community and encourage 
training in building skills. The impact 
&) $+"#$+0(14145$:&&-+#'$+"#$*&4I'#4*#$
and sense of  self-help and learning 
capacity of  the participants. The whole 
process strengthened the working part-
nership between the community and 
OP$-+());$N&-1+1,#$1.G(*+-$(3-&$14*38'#$
the psychological contentment of  these 
traumatized communities and their 

appreciation of  the international and 
national humanitarian support that has 
been offered to them.

>/$#/*1,#$<1&&)3#$5= $*#/*($;1*"$:5,#$*")/$)$(1/3&#$=):1&-$57764-1/3$#)7"$*#/*$)=*#,$?&55'(@$ABCB

G&)/$5= $)$H.H$:5'6&#

0#7*15/$5= $)$H.H$:5'6&#
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Funding & Support

!"#$6&0H$14$<"(10G80$*&83'$4&+$"(,#$

been possible without the help of  

Architecture for Humanity, Google and 

+"#$T1,#YN(H1-+(4$*&4*#0+A$(4$&4314#$

)84'$0(1-#0$'#,#3&G#'$:2$]8::3#$+(4H$

(4'$^10514$U41+#$6"&$G0&,1'#'$O#01+-

age Foundation with the funds so they 

could start construction of  25 GKGs 

and a workshop for training nearly 50 

participants  in Khairpur.

!"#$@61--$N(H1-+(4$@&*1#+2A$3&45[+1.#$

)01#4'-$&) $OPA$G0&,1'#'$+"#$.8*"$

needed substantial funds for construc-

tion of  additional 80 GKGs and along 

61+"$!7M_@$P&84'(+1&4$)&0$*&..8-

41+2$:813'145-$14$M(02($<"(4$@"(1H"$

(4'$4#15":&80145$,133(5#A$U+"#0&;

I#=5,#$H.HJ$G,#(#/7#$5= $7)**&#$7,#)*1/3$6/"-31#/17$75/'1*15/( >=*#,$H.HJ$K)**&#$:5<#'$1/*5$4#/(

I#=5,#$H.HJ$L1<1/3$75/'1*15/( >=*#,$H.HJ$L1<1/3$K5/'1*15/(

I#=5,#$H.HJ$H,)1/$(*5,)3#$)/'$7"1&',#/M($4&)-$),#)$ >=*#,$H.HJ$H,)1/$(*5,)3#$ >=*#,$H.HJ$K"1&',#/M($4&)-$),#)$1($*"#$HFK$3,56/'$N55,$

O'$3#/#,)*15/$5= $H.H$:5'6&#@$01/'"
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GREEN KARAVANGHAR

Workshop

H
eritage Foundation has always 

51,#4$G0#*#'#4*#$+&$+"#$

training of  local communi-

+1#-$(4'$-+8'#4+-;$!"#$I0-+$&0'#0$&) $

business when beginning the Green 

<(0(,(4="(0$G0&50(..#$14$(42$(0#($

has been the training workshop. The 

Workshop was conducted from 21st to 

+"#$BC+"$&) $P#:08(02$(4'$G0&,#'$+&$:#$

successful in training artisans, commu-

41+2$.#.:#0-A$-+8'#4+$,&384+##0-$(4'$

*1,13$-&*1#+2$0#G0#-#4+(+1,#-;$@&.#$YC$

14'1,1'8(3-$84'#06#4+$+"1-$6##H$3&45$

workshop which included GKG con-

struction techniques, community and 

participant interactions and awareness 

(*+1,1+1#-;

The community was approached by a 

3&*(3$W1,13$@&*1#+2$X05(41V(+1&4A$6"13#$

the artisans were recruited based on 

their experience of  working on site and 

3#,#3$&) $14+#0#-+$-"&64$14$+"#$G0&50(.;$

A registration form was circulated for 

-+8'#4+$,&384+##0-$(4'$($3(05#$48.-

:#0$&) $0#-G&4-#-$6#0#$0#*#1,#';$!"#$

aim of  the workshop was not only to 

14,&3,#$+"#$G(0+1*1G(4+-$:8+$+&$14+#0(*+$

with the community so that change 

could be brought about in their current 

31,145$-+(4'(0';$!0(14145$14$+"#$:813'-

ing technology was to go hand in hand 

with community awareness in hygiene, 

education and women empowerment.

!"#$+0(14145$14,&3,#'$+"#$G(0+1*1G(4+-$

to understand the materials being em-

ployed, and their fabrication and erec-

+1&4$+#*"41Q8#-;$!"#2$(3-&$3#(04#'$,(01-

ous skills that are required during each 

stage of  the GKG construction. Teams 

were formed which comprised of  

members from all participation groups 

L)-56*$:),2#'$,#)'-$=5,$"56(#"5&'$:#:9#,$*5$#E7)<)*#$H.H$=56/')*15/(

P56(#"5&'$:#:9#,$)=*#,$#E7)<)*15/$5= $H.H$=56/')*15/(

0;)*$),*1()/($4,#4),#$:)*#,1)&($=5,$H.H$;5,2("54
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and were assigned different tasks each 

'(2;$!"#-#$+(-H-$6#0#$'1,1'#'$(-`

$ @U9^_a$b$74+#0(*+145$61+"$*&.-

munity to gather general statistics and 

14)&0.(+1&4$&) $31+#0(*2$3#,#3-A$*0()+$

-H133-$(4'$&+"#0$(:131+1#-;$!"#$-80,#2$

+#(.-$(3-&$84'#0+&&H$(*+1,1+1#-$61+"$

community children and held daily 

performances with a special message 

for the community.

$ TSaXU!$b$*0&--$*"#*H145$#R*(,(-

tions for foundations and correcting 

mistakes.

$ cS@Xd9a$b$14,&3,#'$32145$&) $

foundation pad, dressing the stone and 

laying it in proper masonry bonds as 

well as preparing mortar with lime and 

mud.

$ ]Sc]XX$b$6"1*"$14*38'#'$*8+-

ting, bolting, prefabrication of  beams, 

/&1-+-A$'&&0-$(4'$614'&6-$(-$6#33$(-$

erection and tying of  the structure.

The participants of  the workshop came 

)0&.$I,#$'1-+14*+$50&8G-;$!"#-#$50&8G-$

6#0#$'1,1'#'$#Q8(332$+&$)&0.$+#(.-$+&$

work together at different tasks. They 

(0#$(-$)&33&6-`

1.   Heritage Foundation Skilled 
Artisans Teams 

A 12-member group of  workers 

including masons and carpenters 

6"&$+0(,#33#'$)0&.$@6(+$(4'$"('$

been trained earlier by HF. This team 

included artisans who were trained 

14$+"#$=0##4$<(0(,(4="(0$:813'145$

methodology while housing units were 

:#145$*&4-+08*+#'$14$@6(+;$7+$6(-$+"#$

I0-+$+1.#$)&0$(33$.#.:#0-$&) $+"1-$+#(.$

to be in a different part of  the coun-

try. They were pleased to interact with 

fellow countrymen and teach them 

the new and sustainable methods of  

*&4-+08*+1&4;$!"#$@6(+$S0+1-(4$!#(.$

demonstrated bamboo cutting, bolting 

and anchoring techniques as well as the 

principles of  stone masonry.

The team of  artisans continued to stay 

and complete construction of  nearly 80 

841+-$(-$6#33$(-$($L&.#4K-$W#4+0#A$61+"$

the local community before going back 

to their hometowns. They had not only 

#4/&2#'$+"#$#RG#01#4*#$&) $6&0H145$14$($

'1))#0#4+$0#51&4$:8+$6#0#$&,#06"#3.#'$

by the hospitality and friendliness of  

+"#$3&*(3$,133(5#0-;

2. Local Artisan Trainees

12 local semi-skilled artisans were to be 

trained in the many stages of  the con-

-+08*+1&4$&) $+"#$=0##4$<(0(,(4="(0;$

An initial 12 member team was chosen 

to participate in the workshop. Mem-

bers were instructed in understanding 

each stage and then were later told to 

focus on tasks that they were particu-

3(032$-H133#'$(+;$!"#$+0(14##-$0#*#1,#'$

($-+1G#4'$#Q81,(3#4+$+&$+"#$-+(4'(0'$

'(132$6(5#;$]2$+"#$#4'$&) $+"#$6##H$

long workshop more local community 

members wished to be trained in this 

unique yet simple construction tech-

nique. They learnt how to cut, bolt and 

anchor bamboo as well as dressing and 

lying stone masonry foundations.

The local artisans are now well trained 

in the construction technique, after 

*&.G3#+145$&,#0$EDF$841+-A$+6&$=0##4$

L&.#4K-$W#4+0#-$(4'$($-*"&&3$(4'$

O#(3+"$W(0#$14$+"#$'1-+01*+;$!"#2$"(,#$

been able to generate a stable income 

while the programme was running, 

+"8-$8G50('145$+"#10$I4(4*1(3$-1+8(+1&4$

1..#'1(+#32$()+#0$+"#$%&&'-;$L1+"$+"#$

employment of  local bamboo matting 

P56(#"5&'$:#:9#,$)44&-$4&)(*#,$*5$"1($H.H$

K5::6/1*-$:#:9#,($)((1(*$),*1()/($*5$75:4&#*#$6/1*($(4##'1&-

>,*1()/$*#):($;5,2$*5$75:4&#*#$H,##/$F5:#/M($K#/*,#
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)&0$6(33-$(4'$0&&)-A$(4$#4+10#$,133(5#$6(-$

14,&3,#'$14$G0#)(:01*(+145$.(++145$)&0$

+"#$=0##4$<(0(,(4="(0$U41+-;$S4-

&+"#0$,133(5#$"(-$:##4$#45(5#'$14$+"#$

G0&'8*+1&4$&) $H(4(+-$&0$-*0##4-$6&,#4$

with date palm strips, that are used as 

(4$(3+#04(+1,#$+&$'&&0-;

3.   Student Volunteers

U41,#0-1+2$-+8'#4+-$.(/&0145$14$(0*"1-

+#*+80#$(001,#'$)0&.$<(0(*"1$U41,#0-1+2A$

c#"0(4$U41,#0-1+2$&) $_4514##0145$(4'$

!#*"4&3&52$(4'$]#(*&4"&8-#$d(+1&4(3$

U41,#0-1+2A$6"13#$-+8'#4+-$.(/&0145$14$

*&4-#0,(+1&4$G(0+1*1G(+#'$)0&.$"&-+$

@"("$S:'83$T(+1) $U41,#0-1+2;

!"#-#$G(0+1*1G(4+-$*&4'8*+#'$-80,#2-$

(4'$14,&3,#'$+"#$3&*(3$*&..841+2$

14$,(01&8-$(*+1,1+1#-$14*38'145$($'(132$

G#0)&0.(4*#$>61+"$($-G#*1I*$.#--(5#?Z$

mural painting and pottery making 

for children, hand-washing and other 

"251#4#$0#3(+#'$(*+1,1+1#-;$!"#2$(3-&$

participated in the construction of  the 

GKG, under the instructions of  the 

-H133#'$(0+1-(4-K$+#(.$)0&.$@6(+;$!"1-$

hands-on training in building method-

&3&51#-$(4'$*&..841+2$'#,#3&G.#4+$

5(,#$+"#$-+8'#4+-$($01*"$#RG#01#4*#$14$

both technical and social interaction.

The presence of  the students in the 

,133(5#$(''#'$(4$#R+0($-+0#45+"$+&$+"#$

G0&/#*+;$!"#$3&*(3$*&..841+2$6(-$

8G31)+#'$14$-##145$"#3G$(001,#$)0&.$'1)-

ferent parts of  the country in the form 

of  young people. The presence of  

both male and female students work-

ing the materials and interacting with 

the locals created a sense of  awareness 

of  the importance of  education and 

#Q8(31+2;$!"#10$14+#0(*+1&4-$61+"$,133(5#$

children not only left an impression on 

the young minds but also brought the 

614'-$&) $*"(45#$+&$+"#$,133(5#;

0*6'#/*$Q5&6/*##,($)/'$P#,1*)3#$?56/')*15/$(*)== $)=*#,$:##*1/3$;1*"$+,R$S1&5=#,$0"#12"@$QK@$0")"$>9'6&$L)*1= $T/1<#,1*(-$

>,*1()/$!,)1/##($&#),/$4,#=)9,17)*15/$5= $9):955$U51(*(

0;)*$>,*1()/($)/'$.")1,46,$$>,*1()/$!,)1/##($;5,2$*53#*"#,$5/$+#:5$T/1*
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4.   Civil Society Organizations

Two local organizations, the Khair-

G80$W1,13$@&*1#+2$(4'$74'8-$9#-&80*#$

W#4+0#$6#0#$(3-&$14,&3,#'$'80145$+"#$

workshop as trainees. These members 

were taught the methods of  con-

struction, how to use the sustainable 

materials and the way to organize this 

modular self-help program, as well as in 

*&..841+2$(*+1,1+1#-$14,&3,145$-+8'#4+-$

and others.

5.   Community Participation  
     including Women

For any housing programme to be suc-

*#--)83$1+$1-$,#02$1.G&0+(4+$)&0$+"#$3&*(3$

community to embrace and participate 

in its construction. The workshop 

+"(+$6(-$"#3'$14$M(02($@"("$"#3G#'$14$

+0(14145$+"#$,133(5#0-$14$+"#$.#+"&'-$&) $

construction of  GKG and helped them 

to familiarize with the use of  sustain-

able materials.

!"#$:#4#I*1(01#-$6#0#$(-H#'$+&$#R-

*(,(+#$+"#10$)&84'(+1&4$(4'$5#4#0(332$

participated in helping build their own 

"&8-#-;$@14*#$6&.(4$(0#$+0('1+1&4(332$

-H133#'$14$3(2145$.8'$G3(-+#0A$1+$G0&,1'#'$

+"#.$(4$&GG&0+841+2$14$I41-"145$+"#10$

house, this way the whole household 

6&83'$"(,#$($-#4-#$&) $G01'#$(4'$&64-

#0-"1G;$!"#2$(3-&$G(0+1*1G(+#'$14$,(01&8-$

(*+1,1+1#-$(00(45#'$:2$+"#$-+8'#4+-$(4'$

were made aware of  many issues that 

had to be addressed relating to hygiene 

and education.

S$31+#0(*2$(4'$*0()+$-80,#2$*(001#'$&8+$

:2$-+8'#4+-$:(-#'$&4$+"#$-80,#2$)&0.$

'#,#3&G#'$:2$OP;$!"#$-80,#2$6(-$

*(001#'$&8+$(.&45-+$YF$6&.#4$14$+"#$

,133(5#;$S33$-80,#2#'$14'1,1'8(3-$6#0#$

.(001#'$(4'$"('$-#,#0(3$*"13'0#4;$S3-

though the women informed that they 

could read the Holy Quran, it was clear 

+"(+$+"#10$31+#0(*2$3#,#3$6(-$#R+0#.#32$

3&6;$!"#$6&.#4$6#0#$.&-+32$14,&3,#'$

14$(*+1,1+1#-$61+"14$+"#10$"&.#-A$3&&H145$

()+#0$+"#$*(++3#$>*&4-1-+145$&) $Y[F$:8)-

)(3&#-$&0$*&6-?A$(4'$(3-&$6&0H#'$14$+"#$

I#3'$'80145$"(0,#-+145;$74$+"#10$-G(0#$

time they made handcrafted products 

such as ,)&&1@ a cotton blanket made 

of  patchwork which could take two 

6##H-$+&$-#,#0(3$.&4+"-$+&$*&.G3#+#$

depending upon the intricacy of  the 

'#-154Z$6&,#4$7"),45-@ a bedstead of  

6&,#4$6#::145$&0$"#.G$-+0#+*"#'$&4$

a wooden frame on four legs, baskets 

and clothes. In spite of  the hard work 

they put in, they earned no income as 

there were no marketing opportuni-

ties. With the construction of  Woman 

W#4+0#$:&+"$14$M(02($<"(4$@"(1H"$

(4'$U+"#0&A$)8041-"#'$61+"$-#6145$

machines, the local woman are now 

successfully making handmade crafts 

and selling them.

It was found that there was only one 

14'1,1'8(3$14$+"#$,133(5#$+"(+$"('$*&.-

G3#+#'$"1-$.(+01*83(+1&4$>8G$+&$50('#$

ED?$(4'$eDf$&) $+"#$)#.(3#$G&G83(+1&4$

"('$4#,#0$(++#4'#'$-*"&&3;$O&6#,#0A$14$

the recent past, more girls were being 

sent to attend classes than before.

The local female population is elated 

14$"(,145$($-G(*#$+"(+$6(-$-G#*1I*(332$

made for them. This has caused a posi-

+1,#$*"(45#$14$+"#10$(++1+8'#-;$!"#$6&.-

en set up a Committee, which ensures 

+"(+$+"#$*#4+0#$1-$.(14+(14#';$S$I-"$

drying process has gained momentum, 

6"1*"$1-$4&+$&432$1.G0&,145$+"#$'(132$

diet of  the families but is also creating 

(4$(''#'$14*&.#$(*+1,1+2$)&0$+"#$,13-

lage. The community asked for a boat 

-&$+"(+$+"#2$*&83'$*(+*"$.&0#$I-"$+&$

'#"2'0(+#$(-$6#33$(-$#(-132$,1-1+$+"#$3(4'-$

&4$+"#$&+"#0$-1'#$&) $+"#$01,#0;$L1+"$

-8GG&0+$)0&.$@61--$N(H1-+(4$@&*1#+2$($

:&(+$6(-$"(4'#'$&,#0$+&$+"#.$61+"$+"#$K"1&',#/$3)*"#,$*5$;)*7"$')1&-$4#,=5,:)/7#(

0#/15,$>,*1()/$'#:5/(*,)*#($(*5/#$:)(5/,-$*#7"/1D6#

?#:)&#$"56(#"5&'$:#:9#,($4,#4),#$:6'$4&)(*#,
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G0&.1-#$+"(+$1) $+"#2$6#0#$+&$0(1-#$I)+2$

percent of  the cost of  the next boat, 

Heritage Foundation would supple-

.#4+$+"#$(''1+1&4(3$*&-+;$!"#$L&.#4K-$

W&..1++##$6&0H#'$&8+$($I)+2$08G##$

monthly rental cost of  the communal 

:&(+$)&0$#(*"$)(.132;$!"#2$(3-&$'#,1-#'$

($.#+"&'$&) $'#'8*+145$I,#$"84'0#'$

08G##-$)0&.$#(*"$"&8-#"&3'K-$14*&.#$

)0&.$OPK-$*&4-+08*+1&4$G0&50(..#$

(4'$6#0#$(:3#$+&$5#4#0(+#$+"#$I)+2$

percent cost of  the second boat within 

less than a month. A second boat has 

4&6$:##4$G0&,1'#'$+&$+"#$,133(5#$61+"$

support from the Tides Foundation.

SUCCESS OF THE 
WORKSHOP

L"#4$O#01+(5#$P&84'(+1&4$I0-+$(001,#'$

(+$+"#$,133(5#A$1+$6(-$-##4$+"(+$+"#$*&.-

munity was in despair. Harsh summer 

months were close approaching and 

+"#2$"('$:##4$31,145$14$+"#$#.#05#4*2$

+#4+-$&0$&,#0$-1R$.&4+"-;$d&+$&432$

were there feelings of  abandonment 

amongst the community, but also a lack 

of  trust when it came to outsiders. The 

region was prone to petty theft and 

dacoits, and aid had not yet reached 

+"#$%&&'$())#*+#';$@.(33$d=XK-$(4'$

W1,13$@&*1#+2$X05(41V(+1&4-$"('$(0-

01,#'$#(031#0$(4'$51,#4$1..#'1(+#$(1'A$

and constructed washrooms without 

much interaction with the community, 

3#('145$+"#.$+&$:#31#,#$+"(+$+"1-$3(+#-+$

14%8R$&) $G#&G3#$6&83'$:#$-1.13(0;$S+$

the beginning of  the workshop, there 

was an initial hesitance amongst the 

community, but as the days progressed, 

and increased interactions with the HF 

skilled artisan team and students with 

the locals caused a great bond between 

the three groups. Friendships were 

formed, discussions were held and 

problems were discussed openly. 

1.  Health and Hygiene

_(*"$-+8'#4+-K$50&8G$+&&H$8G&4$+"#$

+(-H$&) $($G#0)&0.(4*#$6"1*"$14,&3,#'$

the community members. Perfor-

mances included issues of  health and 

hygiene, such as the importance of  

wearing shoes or sandals, washing 

"(4'-A$G#0-&4(3$"251#4#A$#4,10&4.#4-

tal cleanliness, and the importance of  

H##G145$+"#$31,#-+&*H$(+$($'1-+(4*#$)0&.$

+"#$"&8-#;$S$"(4'$6(-"145$(*+1,1+2$6(-$

undertaken after a mural painting and a 

pottery session was held, encouraging 

+"#$*"13'0#4$+&$6(-"$8G$()+#0$,(01&8-$

(*+1,1+1#-;

During the course of  the workshop, 

it was noted that the community was 

taking steps towards better personal 

hygiene, insisting that their children 

6#(0$-"&#-$(4'$*3#(4$*3&+"#-;$X4$-8:-

-#Q8#4+$,1-1+-$:2$O&4;$N0&/#*+$M10#*+&0A$

Yasmeen Lari, she noted a great deal of  

#4+"8-1(-.$)&0$1.G0&,145$+"#10$#4,1-

ronment. An almost transformation 

6(-$4&+#'$($.&4+"$()+#0$+"#$G0&/#*+$

"('$-+(0+#';$c0;$P(1-(3$<"&H"(0A$_MXA$

M1-+01*+$=&,#04.#4+$&) $<"(10G80$

commented that the transformation 

6(-$84:#31#,(:3#;$d&+$&432$"('$,(01&8-$

families decorated their houses, they 

had made a lot of  effort to keeping the 

-G(*#-$*3#(4A$61+"$0#583(0$0#.&,(3$&) $

animal waste. The women also showed 

a great deal of  pride in their clean and 

decorated houses, and were keen to 

-"&6$+"#$,1-1+&0-$(0&84';$

2.   Extra Curricular Activities for         
   Children

Following the tradition that Heritage 

Foundation had set since Earthquake 

2005 during its work in post-disaster 

*&..841+1#-A$-+8'#4+$,&384+##0-$&05(4-

1V#'$-#,#0(3$(*+1,1+1#-$)&0$+"#$*&..8-

0*6'#/*$Q5&6/*##,($&#),/$"5;$*5$&)-$(*5/#$=56/')*15/(

K1<1&$0571#*-$V=%7)&($&#),/$9):955$76**1/3$*#7"/1D6#

K5::6/1*-$7"1&',#/$3)*"#,$=5,$W6,)&$G)1/*1/3
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nity. Two of  the daily performances 

were based on education and female 

literacy and were greatly appreciated 

:2$+"#$*&..841+2$#3'#0-;$@+8'#4+-$

+"(+$"('$(001,#'$)0&.$.(42$'1))#0-

ent cities of  the country also included 

2&845$6&.#4A$(4'$+"(+$G0&,#'$+&$:#$

($50#(+$.&+1,(+1&4(3$)(*+&0$14$*0#(+145$

awareness for female education. Arts 

(4'$*0()+-$(*+1,1+1#-$&05(41V#'$)&0$+"#$

children in the community introduced 

the concept of  play during learning, as 

children realized their artistic abilities. 

The school teacher was enthused to 

learn that simple crafts such as pottery 

would spark such an interest in the 

students and expressed that he would 

*&4+148#$+&$"&3'$-8*"$(*+1,1+1#-$61+"$

+"#.;$L"#4$+"#$I4(3$(--#.:32$6(-$

held, the colourful murals painted by 

*"13'0#4$6"&$"('$4#,#0$"#3'$($:08-"$

in their hands was a source of  wonder. 

!"#$*3(2$&:/#*+-A$.(42$0#-#.:3145$+"#$

*3(2$&:/#*+-$)&84'$14$*3&-#$:2$(0*"(#&-

3&51*(3$-1+#$&) $c&"#4/&[M(0&A$-"&6#'$

the potential that exists if  opportunities 

(0#$G0&,1'#'$+&$2&845$G#&G3#;

3.   Education and Vocational  
     Training

As part of  Rehabilitation, women 

were being trained in many different 

skills that would increase the income 

of  the household. A solar dehydrator 

fashioned in bamboo was assembled 

and the method of  building and then 

'#"2'0(+145$)&&'$1+#.-$-8*"$(-$I-"A$

,#5#+(:3#-$(4'$)081+$6(-$+(85"+$+&$&4#$

of  the women, who went on to teach 

&+"#0-$+"#$8-#$&) $+"#$.(*"14#;$@&3(0$

dehydrators are being distributed with 

+"#$(--1-+(4*#$&) $+"#$@61--$N(H1-+(4$

@&*1#+2$>@N@?;$!"#$=0##4$L&.#4K$

W#4+0#A$)84'#'$:2$@N@A$"(-$G0&,1'#'$($

"(,#4$)&0$+"#$6&.#4$&) $+"#$,133(5#$(-$1+$

acts as a gathering and training centre. 

Through the assistance of  Tides Foun-

'(+1&4$+"#$=0##4$L&.#4K-$W#4+0#$"(-$

been equipped with sewing machines 

(4'$($L&.#4K-$T1+#0(*2$W#4+0#$1-$4#(0-

145$*&.G3#+1&4$14$+"#$,133(5#;

4.   Community Involvement

At the completion of  the Demonstra-

+1&4$U41+A$+"#$*&..841+2$.#.:#0-$

displayed much appreciation. Initially 

they were opposed to the idea of  at-

+(*"#'$:(+"0&&.-A$"(,145$4#,#0$8-#'$

them before. Participants and Heritage 

Foundation personnel discussed the 

hesitance of  the local community and 

explained to them the increased ease 

(4'$3#,#3$&) $"251#4#$+"(+$+"#$(++(*"#'$

:(+"0&&.$6&83'$G0&,1'#;$@&.#$6&.#4$

were also skeptical of  attached kitchens 

:8+$&4*#$+"#$I0-+$)#6$"&8-#-$6#0#$*&4-

structed and kitchen put into operation, 

+"#$(',(4+(5#-$&) $-8*"$(4$(00(45#.#4+$

*(.#$14+&$,1#6;

As the men in the house began to dig 

foundations, it was clear to see that an 

atmosphere of  excitement was growing 

with the artisan teams completing unit 

()+#0$841+;$!"#$:#4#I*1(02$)(.131#-$6#0#$

(-H#'$+&$:#514$I41-"145$+"#$841+-;$!0(-

'1+1&4(332A$6&.#4$"(,#$:##4$14,&3,#'$

in preparing plasters and applying it to 

their homes. The HF artisan teams add-

ed lime to the mud plaster, while the 

women added their own traditional in-

50#'1#4+-$b$*&6$'845$(4'$-+0(6A$51,145$

the plaster its own unique indigenous 

texture and identity. Photographs could 

4&+$:#$+(H#4$+&$1338-+0(+#$+"#$14,&3,#-

ment of  women due to cultural con-

straints. Each family painted their units 

in unique colours, as suggested by the 

local “colour consultant”- the school 

teacher, and hung unique handcrafted 

J0(331-K$>G(+*"6&0H$*&++&4$:3(4H#+-?$&4$

the doors and windows. Art work such 

(-$%&0(3$(4'$(41.(3$.&+1)-$('&04#'$+"#$

exterior walls of  some houses.

The interest shown by the community 

'1-G3(2-$+"#$-(+1-)(*+1&4$&) $+"#$:#4#I-

ciary families and the people from the 

-800&84'145$(0#(-;$UG&4$.&,145$14+&$

+"#10$=<=$841+-$)(.131#-$"(,#$:##4$

G0&,1'#'$61+"$G(*H(5#-$&) $d&4[P&&'$

7+#.-$+"(+$6#0#$0#*#1,#'$)0&.$+"#$

d(+1&4(3$M1-(-+#0$c(4(5#.#4+$S8+"&0-

1+2$>dMcS?;$!"#-#$G(*H(5#-$14*38'#$

household items such as bedding and 

kitchen utensils.

74$+"#$*(-#$&) $@6(+A$+"#$=0##4$<(0(-

,(4="(0$841+-$6#0#$0#.&+#32$3&*(+#'$14$

small clusters or single units, hence the 

tangible impact of  the Heritage Foun-

'(+1&4$#))&0+-$6#0#$4&+$(-$,1-1:3#$(-$14$

+"#$*(-#$&) $M(02($<"(4$@"#1H";$O#0#$

+"#$,133(5#$1-$*3&-#$H41+A$(4'$+"#$())#*+-$

&) $(4$#'8*(+#'$(4'$0(+1&4(3$14+#0,#4-

tion through organized systems and 

.#+"&'&3&52$"(,#$0#-83+#'$14$($.(0H#'$

1.G0&,#.#4+$14$+"#$31,145$-+(4'(0'$&) $

the locals. The community has become 

aware of  basic human issues such as 

"251#4#A$31+#0(*2$(4'$6&.#4K-$015"+-;$

P80+"#0$'#,#3&G.#4+$6133$:#$*3&-#32$

monitored and regular interactions with 

the community will ensure that the 

*&4'1+1&4-$14$+"#$,133(5#$*&4+148#$+&$

1.G0&,#;

THE GREEN KARAVANGHAR

K5:4&#*#'$H.H$T/1*
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PHILOSOPHICAL BASIS

D
rawing upon experiences in 

working with post-disaster 

communities, the following 

formed the philosophical basis of  the 

G&-+[%&&'$G0&/#*+`

$ U-#$&) $14'15#4&8-$0#-&80*#-A$"#01+-

age and traditions for building.

$ U-#$&) $-8-+(14(:3#$.(+#01(3-$)&0$

low-carbon footprint, low cost housing 

units.

$ XG+1.1V145$8-#$&) $:813'145$.(+#01-

(3-$(,(13(:3#$3&*(332;

 Maximizing utilization of  indig-

enous techniques and local workforce.

$ !"0&85"$1.G0&,#'$.#+"&'&3&51#-$

(4'$-()#$:813'145-A$0#-+&0145$*&4I'#4*#$

in local building techniques.

 Design to correspond to lifestyles, 

income group and cultural context.

 Maximizing community participa-

tion; fostering sense of  ownership and 

pride.

 Enabling communities to build low 

*&-+A$3&6$b+#*"$-+08*+80#-$+"#.-#3,#-$

according to their needs.

$ W&4-#0,(+1&4$&) $#4,10&4.#4+A$+(4-

gible and intangible heritage,

K5::6/1*-$:#:9#,($)''$(*,);@$&1:#$)/'$5*"#,$2#-$1/3,#'1#/*($*5$:)2#$6/1D6#$4&)(*#,

!;5$75:4&#*#'$H.H$6/1*($961&*$(1'#$9-$(1'#$=5,$#E*#/'#'$=):1&1#($;"5$;1("$*5$&1<#$7&5(#$*53#*"#,

P)/'8;)("1/3$)7*1<1*-$=5,$"-31#/#$);),#/#((
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THE PROJECT

THE PROJECT

T
he parameters for shelter 

and rehabilitation consist of  

+"#$)&33&6145`

  Low carbon footprint, low cost 

-"#3+#0A$+"#$=0##4$<(0(,(4="(0$b$

as the starting point for rebuilding 

31,#-;

$$ 9#,1,(3$&) $31,#31"&&'-$)&0$6&.#4K-$

economic empowerment crafts and 

agro-based products.

  Primary hygiene and health care 

regimen by instilling requirements 

of  clean water, hand-washing and 

hygiene procedures.

   Literacy among adults particularly 

women as well as children. The 

=0##4$<(0(,(4="(0$"(-$:##4$'#-

-154#'$(0&84'$)&80$*&.G&4#4+-`

  -- Guidance through HF trained    

     skilled Artisans Team;

 -- Training and capacity building of

     local artisans;

 [[$@+8'#4+$^&384+##0-Z

 -- Community participation tasks

       performed by women.

>,*1()/$!,)1/##($3)*"#,$*5$&1(*#/$*5$F5,2("54$7&5(1/3$(4##7"#(

K5::6/1*-$;5:#/$3)*"#,$)*$H,##/$F5:#/M($K#/*,#$=5,$:##*1/3$;1*"$>,R$X)(:##/$L),1

?56,$75:4&#*#'$6/1*($961&*$5/$=),:&)/'$4,5<1'#'$9-$75::6/1*-$=5,$=):1&1#($;"5$'1'$/5*$")<#$(4)7#$1/(1'#$<1&&)3#$=5,$H.H$6/1*($
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PROGRAM SUCCESS

The site was mobilized on 20 

February by which time the 

skilled artisans teams from 

@6(+$"('$(001,#';$!"#$'#31,#02$&) $(33$

the material including bamboo supplies, 

bolts, lime, polythene sheets etc. had 

:##4$(00(45#'$6"1*"$"('$:#*&.#$(,(13-

able by the time construction work was 

undertaken.

!"#$6&0H-"&G$G(0+1*1G(4+-$(001,#'$&4$

BE-+$P#:08(02;$!"#$14(8580(3$:01#I45$

0#5(0'145$+"#$G0&50(..#$6(-$51,#4$

:2$S0;$a(-.##4$T(01A$W_XA$O#01+(5#$

Foundation on 22nd at the site, where 

($-"(.1(4($>(64145?$"('$:##4$#0#*+#'$

where banners and photographs of  

=<=-$:813+$14$@6(+;$!"#$:01#I45$6(-$

followed by details of  the participants 

(4'$+"#10$&05(41V(+1&4$:2$OP$N0&/#*+$

W&&0'14(+&0A$S0;$c(012(.$d1V(.;$!"#$

details of  how the GKG structure is 

put together including demonstration 

+"0&85"$($+0(14145$H1+$6(-$G0&,1'#'$:2$

OP$N0&/#*+$c(4(5#0A$d("##.$@"(";

O#01+(5#$P&84'(+1&4$6#4+$(:&,#$(4'$

:#2&4'$61+"$+"#$144&,(+1&4$&) $=0##4$

<(0(,(4="(0$+&$"#3G$+"#$G#&G3#$&) $

<"(10G80$:2$4&+$&432$G0&,1'145$+"#.$

with safe, sustainable houses but also a 

-#4-#$&) $-#*801+2;$d&+$&432$'1'$OP$G0&-

,1'#$+"#$G#&G3#$61+"$"251#4#$(6(0#4#--$

:8+$(3-&$G0&,1'#'$+"#.$61+"$(*+1,1+1#-$

such as painting and performances 

-&$+"#2$*&83'$50('8(332$0#*&,#0$)0&.$

the trauma. The use of  mud plaster 

+"(+$1-$.&-+32$(GG31#'$:2$6&.#4A$5(,#$

+"#.$+"#$*&4I'#4*#$+&$:#514$'#*&0(+-

145$+"#10$&64$841+-$61+"$-"#3,#-$(4'$

other elements to personalize their 

"&8-#-$(4'$)&*8-$&4$,(38#$&) $#'8*(+1&4$

particularly for girls. The importance 

&) $"251#41*$#4,10&4.#4+$*&4,#2#'$

>,*1()/$!,)1/##($;5,2$5/$G,1:),-$07"55&$961&'1/3

K"1&',#/$#/U5-$4)1/*1/3$*"#$45**#,-$*"#-$")#$7,#)*#'$;1*"$*"#$&57)&$361'#

Y/(4#7*15/$5= $75:4&#*#'$6/1*($9-$>,R$X)(:##/$L),1
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PROGRAM SUCCESS

through daily skits brought about the 

necessary awareness.

!"#$-+8'#4+-K$6&0H-"&G$+"(+$6(-$

conducted with the support of  Archi-

+#*+80#$)&0$O8.(41+2$G3(2#'$($.(/&0$

0&3#$14$-"&6145$-&31'(01+2$61+"$,133(5-

#0-;$N(0+1*1G(+145$14$I#3'6&0HA$-+8'#4+-$

explored local materials and learnt to 

.(H#$)01#4'-$61+"$($'1-(',(4+(5#'$

G&G83(+1&4;$!"#$,133(5#0-$(50##'$+&$

*&4I4#$(33$(41.(3-$14$&4#$(0#(A$+"8-$

*0#(+145$($.8*"$.&0#$"251#41*$#4,10&4-

.#4+$14$+"#$,133(5#;$!"#$-H133$+0(14145$

component has been extremely suc-

*#--)83;$!6&$+#(.-$:0&85"+$)0&.$@6(+$

>($*&3'$.&84+(14&8-$(0#(?$+&$+"#$%(+$

(0#($14$@14'"$>#R+0#.#32$"&+?A$G0&,#'$

to be a step towards integration as both 

groups were surprised at the hospital-

ity and warmth that was expressed for 

#(*"$&+"#0;$!6#4+2$3&*(3$@14'"$(0+1-(4-$

"(,#$:##4$+0(14#'$6"&A$()+#0$+"#$0#+804$

&) $+"#$@6(+$+#(.A$(0#$4&6$#45(5#'$

in carrying out further work . Due to 

O#01+(5#$P&84'(+1&4K-$144&,(+1,#$8-#$

&) $0##'A$($,133(5#$6"#0#$+"#2$.(H#$0##'$

panels, has become the supplier for 

prefabricated roof  panels for the GKG 

G0&50(..#$(4'$(4$#4+10#$,133(5#$1-$4&6$

able to generate a great deal of  income 

through supply of  local roof  panels 

(4'$(4&+"#0$,133(5#$*38-+#0$1-$#45(5#'$

in making date palm colourful screens 

which are being used in bath rooms. 

!"1-$31++3#$:8+$-1541I*(4+$#*&4&.1*$

0#5#4#0(+1&4$6&83'$4&+$"(,#$"(GG#4#'$

if  we had brought concrete and alien 

0&&)-$&) $5(3,(41V#'$10&4$-"##+-;

!"#$*&.G3#+#'$=0##4$L&.#4K-$

W#4+0#-$&4$-+13+-A$-8GG&0+#'$:2$@61--$

N(H1-+(4$@&*1#+2$(4'$!7M_@$P&84'(-

+1&4A$"(,#$(33&6#'$,133(5#$6&.#4$+&$5#+$

+&5#+"#0$&4$+"#$I0-+$%&&0$)&0$'1-*8--

-1&4$(4'$6&0HA$6"13#$+"#$50&84'$%&&0A$

:#145$+"#$*&&3#-+$G3(*#$14$+"#$6"&3#$,13-

05&),$+#"-',)*5,($=)9,17)*#'$=5,$;5:)/$5= $H.H$6/1*($CZ$)/'$C[

K5:4&#*#'$H,##/$.),)<)/H"),$6/1*(

Y/*#,15,$5= $H.H$6/1*
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lage is being used as a school. The stilts 

-+08*+80#$"(-$:##4$'#-154#'$+&$G0&,1'#$

(4$#3#,(+#'$-()#$"(,#4$)&0$6&.#4$(4'$

*"13'0#4$14$*(-#$&) $)8+80#$%&&'-;$g&80-

4(31-+$h&)##4$7:0("1.$0#G&0+#'`

I6*$1= $-56$)(2$*"#$<1&&)3#$;5:#/@$;")*$1($*"#$

9#(*$*"1/3$*")*$")($")44#/#'$*5$*"#:$)=*#,$*"#$

N55'(@$*"#-$)&&$451/*$*5$*"#$;5:#/M($7#/*,#@$)$

"#E)35/)&$(*,67*6,#$5/$(*1&*(R$

\F#$/#<#,$")'$)$4&)7#$5= $56,$5;/$)/'$;#$

/#<#,$35*$*53#*"#,$*"#$;)-$;#$'5$/5;@]$()-($

0")"6/$I191@$OBR$\P#,#$;#$&1(*#/$*5$#)7"$

5*"#,M($4,59&#:($)/'$*,-$)/'$%/'$(5&6*15/($*5$

*"#:R]$$>S)+#0$+"#$P3&&'-A$=0##4$O&.#-A$7N@A$

Bi+"$g832$BDEE?

X4#$+"#10$0#Q8#-+$6#$(0#$G0&,1'145$

them with a boat so that they could 

I-"$14$+"#$01,#0A$)&80$-#6145$.(*"14#-$

to make patchwork products and to 

stitch clothes, electrical pumps for each 

cluster, so that women could water with 

#(-#$+"#10$&64$,#5#+(:3#$G(+*";

74$,1#6$&) $3(*H$&) $+"#$:(-1*$)(*131+1#-A$

a primary school and health centre are 

nearing completion. It is hoped that 

+"0&85"$+"#$G0&,1-1&4$&) $+"#-#$)(*131-

ties, the neglected community will be 

(:3#$+&$"(,#$(**#--$+&$+"#10$:(-1*$4##'-;$

P56(#"5&'$:#:9#,($'#75,)*#$"56(#($*5$4#,(5/)&1^#$*"#1,$H.H(

K5::6/1*-$:#:9#,$("5;($(#/(#$5= $4,1'#$)/'$)7"1#<#:#/*$)($"#$&552($645/$"1($5;/$H.H$6/1*

H,##/$F5:#/M($K#*,#$G)72)3#($=5,$75::6/1*-$=,5:$!Y+_0$?56/')*15/$`$G+W>
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DISASTER PREPARED-
NESS & DISASTER 
RISK REDUCTION 

For many years disasters were 

*&4-1'#0#'$(-$&4#$&))[#,#4+-;$

X4*#$+"#2$"(GG#4#'A$5&,#04-

.#4+$(4'$4&45&,#04.#4+$&05(41V(-

+1&4-$-*0(.:3#'$+&$G0&,1'#$0#31#);$

Today, disasters are occurring on an 

increased scale around the world, 

and Pakistan seems to be confronted 

with calamities on a regular basis. The 

Earthquake 2005 was an unprecedented 

disaster with an unimaginable human 

toll. The Floods in 2009 and later in 

2010 engulfed the entire country with 

84G(0(33#3#'$"8.(4$.1-#02;$@##4$14$+"#$

context of  global weather change, Paki-

stan is among the countries assessed to 

:#$+"#$.&-+$-8-*#G+1:3#$+&$+"#$(',#0-#$

affect of  climate change.

c&-+$&) $+"#$+1.#A$5&,#04.#4+$(4'$

d=X$0#-G&4-#$+&$0#"(:131+(+1&4$*&4+14-

8#-$+&$)&*8-$&4$#RG#4-1,#A$J"15"$Q8(31+2$

"&8-145K$(4'$J.&'#3$,133(5#-K;$9#50#++(-

:32A$+"#$-*(3#$&) $+"#$'1-(-+#0$(4'$-#,#0#$

resource constraint in the country are 

&,#03&&H#';$c&0#$+"(4$&4#$2#(0$()+#0$

+"#$=0#(+$P3&&'$BDEDA$($,(-+$.(/&0-

ity of  the affected population remains 

61+"&8+$('#Q8(+#$-"#3+#0$&0$LS@O$

(4'$&+"#0$)(*131+1#-;$_R*#--1,#$0(14-$(4'$

%&&'145$14$@14'"$14$BDEE$1-$($0#.14'#0$

that communities must be equipped for 

disaster risk mitigation. We know that 

poor communities will continue to be 

,834#0(:3#A$31,145$(-$+"#2$'&$14$(0#(-$

prone to disaster, such as the katcha 

+0(*+-$14$@14'";$L#$4##'$+&$'#,1-#$3&6$

cost, sustainable solutions that cater to 

the need of  safety and refuge. Accord-

ingly, since Earthquake 2005, Herit-

(5#$P&84'(+1&4$*&4+148#-$+&$'#,1-#$

.#*"(41-.-$+&$0#'8*#$,834#0(:131+2$+&$

G,1:),-$07"55&$I61&'1/3$5/$(*1&*(

G&)/$5= $G,1:),-$07"55&$)/'$P#)&*"$K#/*,#@$<1&&)3#$+),-)$.")/$0")12"

T/'#,$75/(*,67*15/$9,1'3#$;"17"$75//#7*($*"#$G,1:),-$(7"55&$961&'1/3$*5$*"#$P#)&*"$K#/*,#$9#1/3$75/(*,67*#'

DISASTER PREPAREDNESS
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&4$-+13+-;$$M80145$%&&'145A$6"#4$(33$

other areas would be under water, the 

,834#0(:3#$G&G83(+1&4$6&83'$:#$-()#$14$

#3#,(+#'$:813'145-;

GKG RESPONSE TO 
SINDH FLOODS 2011
!"#$-80,#2$*(001#'$&8+$-&&4$()+#0$+"#$

0(14-$+"(+$"(,#$3(-"#'$+"#$G0&,14*#$&) $

@14'"$'80145$+"#$.&4+"$&) $S858-+$(4'$

@#G+#.:#0$BDEEA$6"#4$<"(10G80$"(-$

(3-&$:##4$"#(,132$())#*+#'$'#.&4-+0(+#-$

+"#$#))#*+1,#4#--$&) $OP$-+0(+#52$)&0$

'1-(-+#0$.1+15(+1&4;$X4$+"#$,1-1+$&) $OP$

N0&/#*+$c(4(5#0$d("##.$@"("$14$+"#$

I0-+$6##H$&) $@#G+#.:#0$BDEEA$"#$4&+#'$

+"#$)&33&6145`

$$$$!"#$=<=$@14'"$"(-$:##4$(:3#$+&$

0#-1-+$+"#$&4-3(85"+$&) $0(14-$(4'$%&&'-

145$#))#*+1,#32;$L"#0#,#0$.8'$G3(-+#0$

was damaged, it has been repaired. The 

)(.131#-$"(,#$:##4$(:3#$+&$*&4+148#$+&$

31,#$84'#0$+"#10$&64$0&&)-;$$ $$

$$$$!"#$#3#,(+#'$-+08*+80#-$"(,#$

-#0,#'$+"#10$14+#4'#'$G80G&-#;$!"#$

*&.G3#+#'$6&.#4K-$*#4+0#$(4'$G(0+1(332$

*&.G3#+#'$G01.(02$-*"&&3$"(-$G0&,1'#'$

refuge to aged, sick and women where 

+"#2$0#.(14#'$-()#$(4'$-#*80#$#,#4$(-$

+"#$50&84'-$6#0#$%&&'#';

$$$$X4#$'0(6:(*H$6(-$+"#$3&--$&) $+"#10$

food rations. Two  weeks supply of  

food supplies to the families has been 

G0&,1'#';$7+$1-$*3#(0$+"(+$.&0#$%&(+-

ing structures are required for other 

aspects.

    The community has felt safe and 

secure. They informed that this is the 

I0-+$+1.#$()+#0$%&&'145$+"(+$+"#2$6#0#$

4&+$'1-G3(*#'$(4'$'1'$4&+$"(,#$+&$-##H$

shelter in tents.  

    The families were able to repair any 

minor damage to their houses them-

-#3,#-A$:#*(8-#$+"#10$*(G(*1+2$)&0$0#G(10$

(4'$.(14+#4(4*#$"('$:##4$'#,#3&G#';

$$$$@(1)833("$]('-"("$(4'$O('1$]8R$

reported that earlier the community 

would take two months before they 

could pick up the threads, after this 

2#(0K-$%&&'145$(-$-&&4$(-$+"#$6(+#0-$

receded they were able to restart their 

31,#-$61+"14$($*&8G3#$&) $'(2-;$

$$$$X+"#0$-+#G-$+"(+$"(,#$:##4$+(H#4$

are clearly contributing to the resilience 

of  the community in the face of  disas-

+#0;$!"#-#$-+#G-$"(,#$(3-&$"#3G#'$+"#.$

to become resilient and self  reliant.

OTHER ASPECTS

1.  Economic Regeneration 
through Vernacular Construc-
tion 
]2$8-145$3&*(3$.(+#01(3-$(4'$(0+1-(4-K$

skill training for construction of  hous-

es and social infrastructure buildings, 

considerable economic regeneration 

"(-$:##4$(*"1#,#'$14$-#,#0(3$,133(5#-$b$

+"#$:#4#I*1(02$,133(5#-A$(-$6#33$(-$+"&-#$

G0&,1'145$0##'$.(++145$)&0$0&&)-$(4'$

walls, and reed screens for houses.

2. Women’s Economic Empower-
ment
@G#*1(3$(++#4+1&4$+&$.(H145$6&.#4$

earning members of  their household 

has enabled women to take a lead-

ing role in becoming in dealing with 

calamities.

3. Environmental Improvement 
& WASH 
Emphasis on community hygiene and 

*"13'0#4K-$4&4[)&0.(3$#'8*(+1&4$"(,#$

"#3G#'$14$)&-+#0145$:#++#0$31,145$"(:1+-;$

Filtered water supply and sewerage has 

been arranged. Household clay water 

I3+#0-$(4'$#RG#0+1-#$14$.(H145$*"3&014#$

:2$,133(5#0-$(0#$:#145$'#,#3&G#'$:2$

9#"(4$<"(4A$.#.:#0$@N@$(4'$,&384-

teer HF.

hazards, at the same time to reduce risk 

:2$1.G0&,145$+"#$*&..841+2K-$*(G(*1+2$

+&$'#(3$61+"$+"#.;$OP$:#31#,#-$+"(+$14$

(''1+1&4$+&$G0&,1'145$0#31#) $(4'$-"#3+#0A$

it is equally important to empower the 

community for disaster risk mitigation 

management. In order to assist in disas-

ter preparedness, HF has been working 

on methodologies in this direction.

!"#$)&33&6145$-+#G-$"(,#$:##4$+(H#4$

14$+"#$,133(5#-$M(02($<"(4$@"(1H"$

(4'$U+"#0&A$<"(10G80A$@14'";$!"#-#$

,133(5#-$(0#$G0&4#$+&$(448(3$%&&'145$

and special attention was paid to design 

structures to withstand such disasters.

1.   Building Greem KaravanGhar  
     (GKG)
]813+$(-$-8-+(14(:3#$-+08*+80#-$61+"$

(3.&-+$V#0&$*(0:&4$)&&+G014+?$>*&-+$3#--$

+"(4$U@M$EDDD?$6"1*"$"(,#$+"#$)&33&6-

145$(++01:8+#-`

$$$$!"#-#$"(,#$:##4$+#-+#'$(-$,#02$$$

-+0&45A$(3.&-+$jDD$&) $+"#.$"(,145$

61+"-+&&'$jKDk$&) $-4&6$(4'$#R*#--1,#$

0(14$14$@6(+$614+#0$&) $BDED[BDEE;

$$$$!"#2$*&83'$:#$.&'1I#'$+&$14*&0-

porate wind catchers for the control 

microclimate.

    They are sturdy, strong and 

resilient that were likely to withstand 

%&&'145;

$$$$@14*#$3&*(3$.(+#01(3-$(0#$8-#'A$#,#4$

if  any damage occurs, the community 

would be able to repair the houses and 

will retain their shelter.

2.   Elevated or Floating Com-
munity Buildings for Refuge

    Community buildings such as 

L&.#4K-$W#4+0#-lT1+#0(*2$W#4+0#-A$($

N01.(02$@*"&&3$(4'$M1-G#4-(02$314H#'$

61+"$($6(3H6(2A$"(,#$(33$:##4$'#-154#'$
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4. Use of Renewable Energy
@&3(0$*&&H#0-$"(,#$:##4$14-+(33#'$61+"$

-8**#--;$U-#$&) $-&3(0$G(4#3-$)&0$315"+145$

is being explored.

5.  Other Steps for Disaster  
    Mitigation
$$$$W&4-+08*+1&4$&) $.&0#$%&(+145$

-+08*+80#-$+&$G0&,1'#$-()#+2$&) $)&&'A$

'014H145$6(+#0A$$31,#-+&*H$(4'$)##'$14$

*(-#$&) $%&&'$'1-(-+#0-;$

    Disaster Risk preparedness pro-

gramme to enable the communities to 

'#(3$61+"$+"#$'1-(-+#0$.&0#$#))#*+1,#32;

    Placing a warning system for pre-

paredness.

$$$$!0(14145$14$I0-+$(1';

!"#$.&'#3$&) $3&6$*&-+$,#04(*83(0$

*&4-+08*+1&4$(4'$#3#,(+#'$G8:31*$-+08*-

+80#-$*(4$:#$0#G31*(+#'$14$&+"#0$,133(5#-;$

Depending upon the highest recorded 

3#,#3$&) $%&&'-A$+"#-#$%&(+145$-+08*+80#-$

*&83'$:#$0(1-#'$(:&,#$+"(+$3#,#3A$+&$

G0&,1'#$0#)85#$)&0$(+$3#(-+$+"#$,834#0-

able groups. 

X80$(1.$-"&83'$:#$+&$:813'$'1-(-+#0[

resilient communities so that they are 

able carry out community disaster miti-

5(+1&4$.(4(5#.#4+$+"#.-#3,#-;

74$,1#6$&) $+"#$#RG#01#4*#$5(14#'$:2$

OP$&,#0$+"#$3(-+$\$2#(0-$14$0#"(:131+(-

tion of  post-disaster communities, we 

:#31#,#$1+$1-$#--#4+1(3$+"(+$(GG0&G01(+#$

methodologies for construction are 

utilized in order that communities are 

not displaced during disasters such as 

+"#$@14'"$P&&'-$BDEE;$

!"0&85"$8-#$&) $(GG0&G01(+#$%&(+145$

structures, it is clear that as soon as the 

6(+#0-$0#*#'#$+"#$G#&G3#$(0#$+"#.-#3,#-$

able to pick up the threads to re-start 

+"#10$31,#-;

CONCLUSION
The successful Khairpur model, com-
G01-145$=<=$>*&-+$U@m$B;Fl-)+?$(4'$
#3#,(+#'$*&..841+2$-+08*+80#-A$*(4$:#$
0#G31*(+#'$61+"$*&.G(0(+1,#$#(-#;$

S-$G(0+$&) $%&&'-$G0#G(0#'4#--$-+0(+#52$
our aim should be to speedily build low 
carbon footprint structures designed 
for disaster risk reduction, enabling 
post disaster communities to speedily 
G1*H$8G$+"#$+"0#('-.$(4'$(*"1#,#$-#3)[
reliance.

The HF focus on further research and 
'#,#3&G.#4+$0#3(+#'$+&$M99$>M1-(--
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as economic regeneration of  affected 
communities.
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for their continuing support towards 
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the enthusiastic contribution of  the HF 
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AutoCAD drawings, and last but not 
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Green KaravanGhar & Beyond

Section of Green Women’s Centre on Stilts constructed in villages Darya Khan Shaikh and Uthero

Plan of Green Women’s Centre on Stilts constructed in villages Darya Khan Shaikh and Uthero



Women’s  gathering at Green Women’s Centre, Khairpur
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